BLANC TO MAROON

MODERN ORNAMENT

DOWN TO NATURAL MIND

EXTEND YOUR VINTAGE
Blanc To Maroon

Luxurious marble awakens the space with its unique mystique and lucidity.
Marble that resembles the nature itself creates a more profound and deep mood
by adding the matte impression.
Marble with gold points gives a bright and luxurious feel
DOWN TO NATURAL VIEW
N A T U R A L

It is to apply the natural materials in context of modern lifestyle in order to restore the symbiotic relationship with nature.

We focus on the natural texture to create natural and raw atmosphere.
S’NICE COLLECTION

Modern Ornament 10251-3
Extend your Vintage

By adding modern sense to vintage materials found in old homes, a perfection that puts together the comfort and functionality is presented.
MARBLE COLLECTION

Luxurious marble awakens the space with its unique mystique.
Marble

Luxurious marble awakens the space with its unique mystique and lucidity. Marble that resembles the nature itself creates a more profound and deep mood by adding the matte impression.

Blanc to Maroon
10257-1
MODERN

It presents a modern yet deep space through combination of geometric patterns used for ornaments and old fabrics.
MODERN 10248-3

Today, even the used products have the same value as new products if it is comparable to new ones. Particularly, it presents a modern yet deep space through combination of geometric patterns used for ornaments and old fabrics.
C O N C R E T E  10252-5

By adding modern sense to vintage materials found in old homes, a perfection that puts together the comfort and functionality is presented.
EXTEND YOUR VINTAGE
10252-4

CONCRETE
By adding modern sense to vintage materials found in old homes, a perfection that puts together the comfort and functionality is presented.
Focus on the natural texture

10242-3
Down to Natural Mind
Since the thirst for outdoor activities is intensified due to the prolonged pandemic, there is a movement for bringing in the nature to the living space. We suggest the pattern that combines the vitality of plants with rough surfaces along with geometry.
Since the thirst for outdoor activities is intensified due to the prolonged pandemic, there is a movement for bringing in the nature to the living space. We suggest the pattern that combines the vitality of plants with rough surfaces along with geometry.
We focus on the natural texture to create raw atmosphere.
Today, even used products have the same value as new products if it is comparable to new ones. Such trend suggests a more compositional interior that combines various visual expressions accumulated over the centuries with various patterns and colors.
NATURAL

10241-3

It is to apply the natural materials in context of modern lifestyle in order to restore the symbiotic relationship with nature. We focus on the natural texture to create natural and raw atmosphere.
NATURAL

We suggest the pattern that combines the vitality of plants with rough surfaces along with geometry. Ultimately, we focus on the natural texture to create natural and raw atmosphere.